Bugs & Wish list

Using Wiki cache can show the wrong language to other users

Status
  ● Open

Subject
  Using Wiki cache can show the wrong language to other users

Version
  9.x
  10.x

Category
  • Conflict of two features (each works well independently)

Feature
  i18n (Multilingual, l10n, Babelfish)
  Performance / Speed / Load / Compression / Cache

Resolution status
  New

Submitted by
  Marc Laporte

Lastmod by
  Marc Laporte

Rating

★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ (0) 🅣

Description
  Using wiki page cache, it happens that page cache is generated by a user who set his language to Italian. And then, the page is visited by someone who has language to something else, but sees Italian.

  Workaround: turn off wiki page cache if you have a multilingual site

Importance
  5

Easy to solve?
  5

Priority
  25

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)
  Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

  Version: trunk ▼

Ticket ID
  4314
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The original document is available at https://dev.tiki.org/item4314-Using-Wiki-cache-can-show-the-wrong-language-to-other-users